Financial Committee Funds Pool Ideas

HEGEMAN 116, March 30—With President Clyde's recent speech on higher education, the Finance Committee of the Student Union began functioning today. The first meeting was held on Tuesday, March 30, in order to discuss the pooling of suggestions collected from the entire student body.

The meeting, chaired by Ezra Swadling, was attended by William Gilling and Bill Aspin representing the Student Union, and Professor Hughey. At the present time, it was suggested, the Student Union would like to partially house students in the west wing of the Old College.

The meeting was held in order to discuss the pooling of suggestions collected from the entire student body. The first meeting was held on Tuesday, March 30.
EDITORIALS

Ears Shum, in giving the EFC progress report at the first community meeting of the semester, stated that lack of student and faculty interest and participation was discouraging. EFC President Charles Freeman, who was in attendance, said that he would like to see more student involvement in EFC activities.

Unfortunately, conditions in EFC have deteriorated rather than improved. The series of meetings, which have produced no new committee, have been characterized by a lack of interest and a lack of action. The meetings have been characterized by a lack of interest and a lack of action. The meetings have been characterized by a lack of interest and a lack of action.

The fact that several parts of the campus are in need of lighting has been the concern of editors and students. The issue, repetitious and unimportant, is currently pegged at $1.05 per hour. The fact that several parts of the campus are in need of lighting has been the concern of editors and students. The issue, repetitious and unimportant, is currently pegged at $1.05 per hour.

The meeting so far has had only one division, with only about one fourth of the members in attendance. In filling vacancies, EFC has been faced with a great lack of willing candidates.

In the committee itself, great difficulty has been encountered in getting members to take on the duties which they are supposed to do. The meetings so far have had only one division, with only about one fourth of the members in attendance. In filling vacancies, EFC has been faced with a great lack of willing candidates.

The constitutional functions of the Committee are to establish liaison between the Faculty and the student body on matters of common academic concern: to acquaint itself and the members of each division with the principles of the educational program of the college: to provide techniques and methods through which the principles may be realized and continually improved. It is implicit in this that active student and faculty participation are essential if the committee is to continue functioning. A working Educational Policies Committee is one of the greatest advances to be derived from the Bard type of education.

It would do well to clarify the attitude toward committee meetings. The committee would do well to clarify the attitude toward committee meetings. The committee would do well to clarify the attitude toward committee meetings. The committee would do well to clarify the attitude toward committee meetings. The committee would do well to clarify the attitude toward committee meetings.

Flax Live

We might consider Bard a rather unique place but actually in some respects it is connected with other educational institutions and even with some parts of the world.

Not long ago we heard that Smith College was faced with a debt of $5 million dollars and the phrase "student anxiety" still sounds familiar. As a matter of fact, everyone, according to the press, is worried. Mr. Bilson opened the recital with Beethoven's op. 25, minor, virtuoso in style, and played it with assurance Prokofiev's massive pianistic style, and then subsided to an effectively dry (and technically difficult) open atmosphere.

From the highly ornamental largo of the overture, through the clear phrasing of modern piano style, and then artfully suspended in an atmosphere of intimacy, it was a surprise. She developed the form, and then subsided to a traditional ending. She finished the recital with the Moskow and Prokofieff were played respectfully by Malcolm Bilson, the noted pianist. Mr. Bilson opened the recital with Beethoven's op. 25, minor, virtuoso in style, and played it with assurance Prokofiev's massive pianistic style, and then subsided to an effectively dry (and technically difficult) open atmosphere.

Assurance Prokofiev's massive pianistic style, and then subsided to an effectively dry (and technically difficult) open atmosphere. She developed the form, and then subsided to a traditional ending. She finished the recital with the Moskow and Prokofieff were played respectfully by Malcolm Bilson, the noted pianist.

Miles Kguege

The new organization on the Bard campus is the Drama Club, which was formed last semester under the presidency of Ruth Rosenblum, secretary, and Marc Baraonians, treasurer.

In view of the financial conditions of the college, the discussion most often concerned ways in which the Drama Department could raise money or obtain off-campus publicity. To this end, several committees were established. One of the groups, consisting of Miles Kguege, Elinor Blomly, Barbara Douglas, and Marc Baraonians, has raised funds through a radio show tentatively entitled "The Bard College Workshop." This show, to be relayed over the radio station, would not feature dramatic productions, but would present the efforts of a different opera house member in a given period. This might mean that a particular scene would be reacted to in the audience and then re-examined during a question period. The show would be on the line at 6:30, and would be a ten-minute program to be played once a week at which time the play would be in its final form. The show would be on the line at 6:30, and would be a ten-minute program to be played once a week, at which time the play would be in its final form.

Another committee was appointed to see whether the Carriage House on the Fabricate Estate could be turned into a new theatre as projected in the paper that was drawn up by the Literary Board in April of this year. The committee considered the assumption that such an operation would cost the college $1,000. Another committee was appointed to see whether the Carriage House on the Fabricate Estate could be turned into a new theatre as projected in the paper that was drawn up by the Literary Board in April of this year. The committee considered the assumption that such an operation would cost the college $1,000.

Barbara Marcy-Kuege volunteered to be the co--ordinator for any speakers that might be interested in coming to Bard; and Leni Rosenfeld mentioned the idea of teaching drama classes to the surrounding communities. However, nothing definite was decided in either of these fields.

Music Made Possible

Dear Editor:

I am writing to you to express my concern as the leader of the Literary Board. It has been faced with a lack of willing candidates, Ms. Barsimontov, treasurer, Claire Shatnaw, and Barbara Cowell has already worked out a format. In view of the financial conditions of the college, the discussion most often concerned ways in which the Drama Department could raise money or obtain off-campus publicity. To this end, several committees were established. One of the groups, consisting of Miles Kguege, Elinor Blomly, Barbara Douglas, and Marc Baraonians, has raised funds through a radio show tentatively entitled "The Bard College Workshop." This show, to be relayed over the radio station, would not feature dramatic productions, but would present the efforts of a different opera house member in a given period. This might mean that a particular scene would be reacted to in the audience and then re-examined during a question period. The show would be on the line at 6:30, and would be a ten-minute program to be played once a week, at which time the play would be in its final form. The show would be on the line at 6:30, and would be a ten-minute program to be played once a week, at which time the play would be in its final form.
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Admission Work In Full Swing

President Case pointed out in his address to the assembled students and faculty financial dependence, an increased stimulus to study, and a re-emphasis of the need for an increased attendance. He called the same evening for the purpose of discussing the problem and formulating any possible solutions. At a subsequent meeting of some of the students who attended the meeting, it was made clear that the house meetings had not received the kind of attention from over fifty percent of the student body and expressed willingness to revisit their old schools.

The biggest question concerning method, kind, and scope of following this idea, various individualized efforts were expressed by several members of the management. Various misunderstandings were dropped in the initial meeting. Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell met with a group of these students following the meeting.

The mayor pointed at this meeting that he would not go back to administration officers. It was felt that the students would be more compelled to return to the schools and speak in person with old teachers, guidance officials, friends who are currently in the Army. In short, they believe that the pattern of the near future will be more varied.

The major point stressed at this meeting was not that Rockwell was not going back to administration officers. It was felt that the students would be more compelled to return to the schools and speak in person with old teachers, guidance officials, friends who are currently in the Army. In short, they believe that the pattern of the near future will be more varied.

Many students expressed busyness, absence, 

Zoe Warren Wins Fullbright

Former Bard instructor to study dance in India. **Zoe Warren, former student and instructor at Bard College, was informed yesterday that she had been selected for a Fulbright Scholarships to study dance in India.** In a letter, she outlined the plans for her trip. Miss Warren said she would study in India for nine months and bring back her experience to New York in September and remain there for an additional three months. Beside dance, she intends to study the history of the dance and art at the Kalakshetra International Academy of Indian Dances and Art.

She added that her plane would be travelling automatically through the Phys Ed, Department, and was later found behind Zabriskie’s Mansion.

The news sounded solid but is waiting for the arrival of a new ball so that the wonder boys can give another exhibition. Until then, they are unwilling to go back to their studies.

Eisenstein’s “Alexander Nevsky” Shows Cinema Can Be Art

The answer to an often raised question: can motion pictures be art form was demonstrated beyond question at Bard Hall Saturday night. “Alexander Nevsky” directed by Alfred Eisenstein, is without rival in the United States. Eisenstein is without rival in the United States. In a letter, she outlined the plans for her trip. Miss Warren said she would study in India for nine months and bring back her experience to New York in September and remain there for an additional three months. Beside dance, she intends to study the history of the dance and art at the Kalakshetra International Academy of Indian Dances and Art. She added that her plane would be travelling automatically through the Phys Ed, Department, and was later found behind Zabriskie’s Mansion.

The news sounded solid but is waiting for the arrival of a new ball so that the wonder boys can give another exhibition. Until then, they are unwilling to go back to their studies.
Two New Members elected by E.P.C.

At recent elections of Educational Policies Committee, Sandra Provpr was elected as a representative of the Art, Music, Drama and Dance Division and Danny Kishock was selected for Social Studies. Sandri replaces Albert Aaron, and Chappier replaces Bernhardt, who had served on the body for two weeks, in place of Mr. Kishock.

Financial Notes

In a most encouraging display of community spirit, Bard's maids, it was learned, are contributing their Sunday salary for the next twelve weeks. The sum total collected, in the fund raising is, reported, in excess of $2,000, at this point.

Corsages
Cut Flowers
Potted Plants

THE SLATER SYSTEM

STATE POLICE SEEK SUNDAY JAIL-BREAKERS

The tranquility of a Monday noon first-shift in Dining Commons was shattered when fully armed State Police walked in unannounced.

According to eye-witness reports, they looked about the room, then walked out.

Further investigation by COMMUNITAS' field staff revealed that the police were looking for three men who had escaped from a nearby state prison. The police's visit to the college was of a precautionary nature as controls are being strengthened in institutions where they feel their presence might not be readily noticed.

Roadblocks extending from Hudson to Poughkeepsie were set up for the three men shortly after their arrest. It is believed all three were serving time for larceny.

It was unofficially stated that the three men were headed towards New York city. They gained their freedom by removing a portion of the prison wall and presumably were met by associates who drove them away.
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Dislikes Write-Up On Fire Dept.

A member of the COMMUNITAS editorial board was approached recently by a high-ranking member of the Bard College Fire Department with the suggestion that he pass final judgment on all articles dealing with the Fire Department and their activities.

The unnamed member of the department stated that he did not like "the tone of the article in the first issue." He did comment however on the particular passages he found aloof.

The Board of Editors, suggested that the treatment of this nature be referred to the "Letters to the Editors" column, and that the editing and rewrite be left to the newspaper.

Easter and Passover Services to be Held

by EVA LABALLE

With both the Passover and Easter holidays approaching, religious life on campus has assumed new intensity and zest, as Christians and Jews, alike, have been active in planning seasonal programs.

Last Tuesday evening at 8:30 p.m. in Albers auditorium, the first in a series of simultaneous religious observances was conducted by Irving Dwor­

The surrounding area has been invitation to conduct services and dis­
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